NEW SPARK PLUG / 1975 FL, FLH, FX, FXE-1200

Since October 28, 1974, all FL/FLH/FX/FXE-1200 models have been manufactured with new aluminum cylinder heads. The new cylinder heads eliminate the heli-coil insert and requires a 3/4" reach spark plug, Harley-Davidson No. 5-6, part number 32309-69. Set electrode gap at .025 in. using a wire feeler gage. Recommended tightening torque is 20 to 25 ft. lbs.

1200 cc models produced before October 28, 1974 used a 3/8" reach spark plug, number 3-4, part number 32301-60.

CAUTION! DO NOT INTERCHANGE USE OF THESE PLUGS.
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